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Compositional models were initially described for discrete probability theory, and later extended for possibility theory
and for belief functions in Dempster-Shafer (D-S) theory of evidence. Valuation-based system (VBS) is an unifying
theoretical framework generalizing some of the well known and frequently used uncertainty calculi. This general-
ization enables us to not only highlight the most important theoretical properties necessary for efficient inference
(analogous to Bayesian inference in the framework of Bayesian network), but also to design efficient computational
procedures. Some of the specific calculi covered by VBS are probability theory, a version of possibility theory where
combination is the product t-norm, Spohn’s epistemic belief theory, and D-S belief function theory. In this paper, we
describe compositional models in the general framework of VBS using the semantics of no-double counting, which is
central to the VBS framework. Also, we show that conditioning can be expressed using the composition operator. We
define a special case of compositional models called decomposable models, again in the VBS framework, and demon-
strate that for the class of decomposable compositional models, conditioning can be done using local computation.
As all results are obtained for the VBS framework, they hold in all calculi that fit in the VBS framework. For the D-S
theory of belief functions, the compositional model defined here differs from the one studied by Jiroušek, Vejnarová,
and Daniel. The latter model can also be described in the VBS framework, but with a combination operator that
is different from Dempster’s rule of combination. For the version of possibility theory in which combination is the
product t-norm, the compositional model defined here reduces to the one studied by Vejnarová.
1. Introduction
The framework of valuation-based systems (VBS) was introduced in [28, 32, 34] . The main idea behind VBS is to
capture the common features of various uncertainty calculi and other domains such as optimization, decision-making
theories, database systems, and solving systems of equations. Briefly, knowledge about a set of variables is represented
by a set of functions called valuations. Each valuation is associated with a subset of variables. There are two operators
called combination and marginalization. Combination allows us to aggregate knowledge, and marginalization allows
us to coarsen knowledge to a smaller set of variables. The combination of all valuations, called the joint valuation,
represents the joint knowledge of all variables. Making inferences can be described as finding marginals of the
joint valuation for variables of interest. The VBS framework can be used to describe various uncertainty theories
such as probability theory, a version of possibility theory where combination is the product t-norm [43], Spohn’s
epistemic belief theory [37, 30], and Dempster-Shafer (D-S) belief function theory [26]. It can also be used to
describe, e.g., propositional logic [29], solving systems of equations [25], optimization using dynamic programming
[2, 31], Bayesian decision-making by maximizing expected utility [33], relational database theory [42], and other
domains [24].
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Besides the marginalization and combination operators in the VBS framework, we define an additional operator
called removal. Removal is an inverse of combination, and is useful for defining conditionals in the VBS framework.
Conditionals are useful in characterizing conditional independence relations. All of these operators are required to sat-
isfy some basic properties described as axioms. These axioms enable us to make inferences using local computation,
using architectures such as the Shenoy-Shafer architecture [35] that uses only the combination and marginalization
operators, and the Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter architecture [20] that uses the combination, marginalization, and removal
operators. The main focus of VBS is to enable local computation of marginals of the joint valuation.
The VBS framework has been expanded, and studied further in greater mathematical depth. Shafer [27] provides
an axiomatic treatment of conditionals called continuers, which are defined without explicit reference to a removal
operator. Lauritzen and Jensen [20] describe an alternative axiomatization of the removal operator. Kohlas [17] studies
VBS using abstract algebra, and also studies a class of VBS (called information algebras) where the valuations are
idempotent. Kohlas and Wilson [18] link VBS to the algebraic theory of semirings. Finally, Pouly and Kohlas [24]
describe local computation in VBS in great detail, including different architectures, and normalization, and provide
many examples of domains that fit in the VBS framework.
In a Bayesian network model, one usually starts with a specification of the joint probability distribution that is
factorized into conditionals for each variable given a subset of variables. The joint probability distribution is then
obtained as the combination of all the conditionals, i.e., a fundamental assumption of a Bayesian network model is
that there is no double-counting of knowledge in combining all conditionals to form the joint distribution. In a com-
positional model, one starts from a different starting point. One starts with a set of marginal probability distributions,
where each marginal distribution is for some subset of variables. We cannot combine the marginal distributions as this
would lead to double counting of knowledge (for those variables that are in the intersections of subsets of variables for
which we have marginals. This is why we use the composition operator because it allows us to aggregate knowledge
in the marginal distributions without double counting of knowledge. We assume that each variable is included in
some subset for which we have marginals. This goal can also be reached by the iterative proportional fitting procedure
(IPFP) [5]. The IPFP solution is obtained by an iterative procedure of high computational complexity, where at each
step I-projections of multidimensional probability distributions are computed. To substantially decrease the compu-
tational complexity of this process, Perez proposed an approximate solution [23] based on his idea of dependence
structure simplifications. The approximation consists in the fact that not all marginals from the given set are taken
into consideration.
Another popular method for representing complex models from sets of marginal distributions and a dependence
structure is the method based on Sklar’s copulas [36]. But while it is computationally difficult to apply copulas to
problems of more than 10 variables, IPFP (especially when using its decomposable representation) can be applied to
problems of several tens of variables. Perez’s approximation and compositional models can be applied to problems
with hundreds of variables.
The goal of this paper is to describe compositional models in the general framework of VBS. The composition
operator, which is the central operator of compositional models, was first introduced in probability theory to compare
Csiszár’s I-projections [4] and Perez’s dependence structure simplifications [23], and to make it easier to understand
the differences between these two concepts. Soon after, the composition operator was used to introduce compositional
models, as an alternative to Bayesian networks, in the framework of discrete probability theory [10, 11]. These models
were later extended in [40] for possibility theory, and in [16] for belief functions in the D-S belief function theory.
In this paper, we use the VBS framework [34] to extend compositional models to all uncertainty calculi captured
by the VBS framework, which includes calculi such as probability theory, a version of possibility theory with the
product t-norm, Spohn’s epistemic belief theory, and D-S belief function theory. We define a composition operator
for valuations, and notice that conditional valuations can be described using the composition operator. Next, we
define a class of compositional models called decomposable models, and for this class of models, we describe how
conditioning can be done using local computation.
As the VBS framework includes the D-S theory of belief function, we have implicitly defined a compositional
model for the D-S theory. We compare this compositional model with the one defined in [16] for belief functions.
The two models are different. The compositional model described in [16] can be described in the VBS framework,
but with a combination operator that is different from Dempster’s rule of combination. Thus, the compositional model
described in [16] is not for the D-S belief function theory that necessarily entails Dempster’s rule of combination, but
for an alternative belief function theory with the new rule of combination.
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For the D-S belief function theory, if we remove a basic probability assignment (BPA) from another BPA, the
resulting function may not be a BPA as the probability masses can be negative. This is true even if the BPA being
removed is a marginal of the BPA it is being removed from. In this paper, we define a class of belief function models,
called graphical belief, such that if we remove a BPA from another, the result is always a BPA.
We compare the VBS compositional model with the one described in [40] for possibility theory. The VBS frame-
work captures only the version of possibility theory where the combination rule is the product t-norm. For this version
of possibility theory, the two compositional models coincide. For the other versions of possibility theory, the com-
bination rules (non-product t-norms) do not satisfy the axioms that the VBS operators are required to satisfy. Thus
the applications of the local computation algorithms, such as the Shenoy-Shafer architecture [35] or the Lauritzen-
Spiegelhalter architecture [20], are not theoretically supported by the results presented in this paper for the versions
of possibility theory that do not use the product t-norm.
This paper is a substantially extended version of [14]. The extension consists of inclusion of results from [15]
(the results concerning decomposable models, and conditioning using local computation), and some results from an
unpublished working paper [13], which makes this paper an up-to-date account of most of the results on compositional
models in VBS.
An outline of the remainder of this article is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly sketch the basic definitions
and results of the VBS framework. In Section 3, we describe a special case of valuations called conditionals, and
define conditional independence in the VBS framework. Conditional independence is then characterized in terms
of conditionals. Compositional models in the VBS framework are introduced in Section 4, and their special case
called decomposable compositional models are described in Section 5. The latter topic is motivated by decomposable
graphical models in probability theory that allows for computation of posterior marginals using local computation.
In Section 6, we describe conditioning in decomposable compositional models using the compositional operator.
Section 7 describes how the D-S belief function theory fits in the VBS framework. Thus, the compositional model
described in Section 4 applies also to D-S belief function theory. However, this compositional model for the D-S
belief function theory is different from the compositional model defined in [16] for belief functions. The comparison
of these two compositional models for belief functions is performed in Section 8. We show that the compositional
model described in [16] for belief functions fits in the VBS framework, but with a combination operator that is
different from Dempster’s rule of combination. In Section 9, we describe how the possibility theory fits in the VBS
framework. In Section 10, we discuss how the compositional model for possibility compares with the compositional
model described in [40]. Finally, in Section 11, we summarize our contributions and conclude with a discussion of
open issues that remain to be done.
2. Valuation-Based Systems
In this section, we briefly sketch the basic definitions and results of the VBS framework. Most of this material is taken
from [34].
VBS consists of two parts—a static part that is concerned with representation of knowledge, and a dynamic part
that is concerned with reasoning.
Variables and Valuations. The static part consists of objects called variables and valuations. Let Φ denote a set
whose elements are called variables. Elements of Φ are denoted by upper-case Roman alphabets such as X, Y , Z, etc.
Subsets of Φ are denoted by lower-case Roman alphabets such as r, s, t, etc.
LetΨ denote a set whose elements are called valuations. Elements ofΨ are denoted by lower-case Greek alphabets
such as ρ, σ, τ, etc. Each valuation is associated with a subset of variables, and represents some knowledge about the
variables in the subset. Thus, we say that ρ is a valuation for r, where r ⊆ Φ is the subset associated with ρ.
We identify a subset of valuations Ψn ⊂ Ψ , whose elements are called normal valuations. Normal valuations are
valuations that are coherent in some sense. E.g., in D-S belief function theory, normal valuations are basic probability
assignment potentials whose values for all non-empty subsets add to one.
Valuation-Based Systems. A VBS is a couple, a finite set of variables ΦS and a finite set of valuations ΨS , which
are consistent in the sense that for each X ∈ ΦS there exists (at least one) valuation ρ ∈ ΨS for r such that X ∈ r and
that each valuation ρ ∈ ΨS must be for variables r ⊆ ΦS . Such a VBS can be graphically depicted by graphs called




Figure 1: A valuation network
is an edge between each valuation and the variables in the subset associated with it. An example is shown in Figure 1.
In this example, ΦS = {D,G, B}, ΨS = {δ, γ, β}, where δ is a valuation for {D}, γ is a valuation for {D,G}, and β is a
valuation for {D, B}.
The dynamic part of VBS consists of three operators—combination, marginalization, and removal — that are used
to make inferences from the knowledge encoded in a VBS. We define these operators using axioms.
Marginalization. The simplest operator is marginalization −X : Ψ → Ψ , which allows us to coarsen knowledge
by marginalizing X out of the domain of a valuation. It must satisfy the following four axioms:
1. (Domain) If ρ is a valuation for r, and X ∈ r, then ρ−X is a valuation for r \ {X}.
2. (Normal) ρ−X is normal if and only if ρ is normal.
3. (Order does not matter) If ρ is a valuation for r, X ∈ r, and Y ∈ r, then (ρ−X)−Y = (ρ−Y )−X , which is denoted by
ρ−{X,Y}.
4. (Local computation) If ρ and σ are valuations for r and s, respectively, X ∈ r, and X < s, then (ρ ⊕ σ)−X =
(ρ−X) ⊕ σ.
The domain axiom is self-explanatory. Marginalization preserves normal (and non-normal) property of valuations.
The order does not matter axiom dictates that when we coarsen knowledge by marginalizing out several variables, the
order in which the variables are marginalized does not matter in the final result. Occasionally, we let ρ↓r\{X,Y} denote
ρ−{X,Y}.
Combination. A substantial operator is the combination operator ⊕ : Ψ × Ψ → Ψn, which represents aggregation
of knowledge. It must satisfy the following three axioms:
1. (Domain) If ρ is a valuation for r, and σ is a valuation for s, then ρ ⊕ σ is a normal valuation for r ∪ s.
2. (Commutativity) ρ ⊕ σ = σ ⊕ ρ.
3. (Associativity) ρ ⊕ (σ ⊕ τ) = (ρ ⊕ σ) ⊕ τ.
The domain axiom expresses the fact that if ρ represents some knowledge about variables in r, and σ represents
some knowledge about variables in s, then ρ ⊕ σ represents the aggregated knowledge about variables in r ∪ s. The
commutativity and associativity axioms reflect the fact that the sequence in which knowledge is aggregated makes no
difference in the aggregated result.
The set of all normal valuations with the combination operator ⊕ forms a commutative semigroup. We let ι∅ denote
the (unique) identity valuation of this semigroup. Thus, for any normal valuation ρ, ρ ⊕ ι∅ = ρ.
The set of all normal valuations for s ⊆ Φ with the combination operator ⊕ also forms a commutative semigroup
(which is different from the semigroup discussed in the previous paragraph). Let ιs denote the (unique) identity for
this semigroup. Thus, for any normal valuation σ for s, σ ⊕ ιs = σ.
Notice that, in general, ρ ⊕ ρ , ρ. Thus, it is important to ensure that we do not double count knowledge when
double counting matters, i.e., it is okay to double count knowledge ρ that is idempotent, i.e., ρ⊕ρ = ρ. In representing
our knowledge as valuations in Ψ , we have to ensure that there is no double counting of non-idempotent knowledge.
This can be ensured (for example when defining the operator of composition in Section 4) by the removal operator
that is defined next.
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Removal. The removal operator 	 : Ψ × Ψn → Ψn represents removing knowledge in the second valuation from
the knowledge in the first valuation. It must satisfy the following three axioms:
1. (Domain): Suppose σ is a valuation for s and ρ is a normal valuation for r. Then σ 	 ρ is a normal valuation
for r ∪ s.
2. (Identity): For each normal valuation ρ for r, ρ ⊕ ρ 	 ρ = ρ. Thus, ρ 	 ρ acts as an identity for ρ, and we denote
ρ 	 ρ by ιρ. Thus, ρ ⊕ ιρ = ρ.
3. (Combination and Removal): Suppose π and θ are valuations, and suppose ρ is a normal valuation. Then,
(π ⊕ θ) 	 ρ = π ⊕ (θ 	 ρ).
We call σ 	 ρ the valuation resulting after removing ρ from σ. The identity axiom defines the removal operator
as an inverse of the combination operator. As we will see in Section 3, the removal operator is useful in defining
conditionals, which are useful in turn in characterizing conditional independence. More importantly, the removal
operator is necessary for defining the composition operator.
In [34], a number of properties of combination, marginalization, and removal operators are stated and proved.
Here, we describe those that we will need in later sections.
Proposition 1. Suppose σ and θ are valuations for s and t, respectively, and ρ is a normal valuation for r, and
suppose X ∈ s and X < r. Then,
1. (σ ⊕ θ) 	 ρ = (σ 	 ρ) ⊕ θ.
2. (σ 	 ρ)−X = σ−X 	 ρ.
Domination. As defined in the identity property, ρ ⊕ ιρ = ρ. In general, if ρ′ is a normal valuation for r that is
distinct from ρ, then ρ′ ⊕ ιρ may not equal ρ′. However, there may exist a class of normal valuations for r such that if
ρ′ is in this class, then ρ′ ⊕ ιρ = ρ′. Following the terminology in [10], we will call this class of normal valuations as
valuations that are dominated by ρ. Thus, if ρ dominates ρ′, written as ρ  ρ′, then ρ′ ⊕ ιρ = ρ′.
It may be useful to illustrate this concept with an example from probability theory. Here, a normal valuation ρ for
r is a probability distribution for variables r. Combination is pointwise multiplication followed by normalization, and
analogously, removal is a pointwise division followed by normalization. Therefore, ιρ = ρ 	 ρ is a distribution
ιρ(a) =
K−1 if ρ(a) > 0,0 otherwise, for all a ⊆ Ωr.
(Here, K is the number of states in Ωr for which ρ is positive.) For a strictly positive distribution ρ, ιρ is a uniform
distribution on Ωr. In general, if ρ and ρ′ are normal probability potentials for r such that ρ(x) = 0⇒ ρ′(x) = 0, then
ρ  ρ′.
3. Conditionals and Conditional Independence in VBS
In this section, first we define conditionals. Next, we define conditional independence for variables, which does
not use conditionals. However, conditionals can be used to characterize the definition of conditional independence.
These characterizations of conditional independence correspond to the frequently used definitions of conditional in-
dependence in probability theory.
Suppose τ is a normal valuation for t, and suppose r and s are disjoint subsets of t. We call τ↓(r∪s) 	 τ↓r the
conditional for s given r with respect to τ. To simplify notation, we will let τ(s | r) denote τ↓(r∪s) 	 τ↓r. Also, if r = ∅,
let τ(s) denote τ(s | ∅).
The following proposition is taken from [34].
Proposition 2. Suppose τ is a normal valuation for t, and suppose r, s, and u are disjoint subsets of t. Then the
following statements hold.
1. τ(s) = τ↓s.
2. τ(r) ⊕ τ(s | r) = τ(r ∪ s).
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3. τ(s | r) ⊕ τ(u | r ∪ s) = τ(s ∪ u | r).
4. Suppose X ∈ s. Then, τ(s | r)−X = τ(s \ {X} | r).
5. τ(r) ⊕ (τ(s | r)−s) = τ(r).
6. τ(s | r) is a normal valuation for r ∪ s.
In Section 4, we will present an alternative way how to express conditionals. For this, the following assertion will
be useful.
Theorem 1. Suppose τ is a normal valuation for t, and suppose r ⊆ t. Then
τ ⊕ ιτ(r) = τ.
Proof: In the following equations, we use only the associativity and commutativity properties of combination, and
Property 2 of Proposition 2.
τ ⊕ ιτ(r) = (τ(r) ⊕ τ(t \ r | r)) ⊕ ιτ(r) = (τ(t \ r | r) ⊕ τ(r)) ⊕ ιτ(r) = τ(t \ r | r) ⊕ (τ(r) ⊕ ιτ(r)) = τ(t \ r | r) ⊕ τ(r) = τ.

Conditional Independence for Variables. Suppose τ is a normal valuation for t, and suppose r, s, and v are
disjoint subsets of t. We say r is conditionally independent of s given v with respect to τ, written as r⊥ τ s | v, if
τ↓(r∪s∪v) factorizes into valuations α for r ∪ v and β for s ∪ v, i.e., if there exist valuations α for r ∪ v and β for s ∪ v
such that τ↓r∪s∪v = α ⊕ β.
Some observations. First, while τ has to be necessarily normal, valuations α and β do not have to be normal.
Second, the definition of conditional independence does not involve the removal operator, only the combination and
marginalization operators. However, we can characterize conditional independence in terms of conditionals, which
are defined using the removal operator. This is done in Proposition 3 below. In [17], conditional independence is
characterized using Shafer’s [27] “continuers,” which correspond to what we call conditionals, but which can be
defined without explicit reference to a removal operator. Third, if s = ∅, then r⊥ τ ∅ | v since we can let α = τ↓(r∪v)
and β = ιv. This property is called trivial independence by Geiger and Pearl [8]. Fourth, if v = ∅, then we say r and s
are independent with respect to τ, written as r⊥ τ s, if τ↓(r∪s) = α ⊕ β, where α is a valuation for r and β is a valuation
for s. Thus, independence is a special case of conditional independence.
The following result is proved in [34].
Proposition 3. Suppose τ is a normal valuation for t, and suppose r, s, and v are disjoint subsets of t. The following
statements are equivalent.
1. r⊥ τ s | v.
2. τ(r ∪ s ∪ v) = τ(v) ⊕ τ(r | v) ⊕ τ(s | v).
3. τ(r ∪ s | v) = τ(r | v) ⊕ τ(s | v).
4. τ(r ∪ s ∪ v) ⊕ τ(v) = τ(r ∪ v) ⊕ τ(s ∪ v).
5. τ(r ∪ s ∪ v) = τ(r | v) ⊕ τ(s ∪ v).
6. τ(r | s ∪ v) = τ(r | v) ⊕ ιτ(s∪v).
7. τ(r | s ∪ v) = α ⊕ ιτ(s∪v), where α is a valuation for r ∪ v.
In [34], it is shown that the definition of conditional independence satisfies the so-called semi-graphoid axioms
[22, 39], and also the graphoid axioms in the case where τ belongs to a sub-class of normal valuations called “positive
normal.”
4. Compositional Models in VBS
Suppose we have marginals for two overlapping subsets of variables, say for {D,G} and {D, B}. How do we construct a
joint distribution for {D,G, B} that is consistent with the two marginals (assuming that it exists)? In [10], the operation
of “composing” the two marginals to obtain a joint distribution is introduced. One way to view the composition
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operator is in terms of no double counting. Notice that the two marginals are not distinct since the knowledge of {D} is
included in both marginals. So, the composition operator should aggregate the knowledge in the two marginals while
adjusting for the double counting of knowledge of {D}.
In practice, it is extremely unlikely we would find marginals on non-disjoint subsets of variables with common
marginals, i.e., for each pair of marginals, the marginals of the two marginals for the intersection of the subsets agree.
In this case, there does not exist a joint that agrees with both marginals. So we relax the requirements so that the joint
distribution that is constructed is required to agree only with the first marginal.
Composition. A general definition of composition is as follows. Suppose ρ and σ are normal valuations for r and
s, respectively. The composition of ρ and σ, written as ρ B σ, is defined as follows:
ρ B σ = ρ ⊕ σ 	 σ↓r∩s. (1)
It can be seen directly from the definition in Equation (1) that the composition operator is, in general, neither
commutative nor associative. Its most important properties are summarized in the following assertion.
Theorem 2. Suppose ρ and σ are normal valuations for r and s, respectively, and suppose that σ↓r∩s  ρ↓r∩s. Then
the following statement hold.
1. Domain: ρ B σ is a normal valuation for r ∪ s.
2. Composition preserves first marginal: (ρ B σ)↓r = ρ.
3. Non-commutativity: In general, ρ B σ , σ B ρ.
4. Commutativity under consistency: If ρ and σ have a common marginal for r ∩ s, i.e., ρ↓r∩s = σ↓r∩s, then
ρ B σ = σ B ρ.
5. Non-associativity: Suppose τ is a normal valuation for t, and suppose τ↓(r∪s)∩t  (ρ B σ)↓(r∪s)∩t. Then, in
general,
(ρ B σ) B τ , ρ B (σ B τ).
6. Associativity under a special condition: Suppose τ is a normal valuation for t, suppose τ↓(r∪s)∩t  (ρ B
σ)↓(r∪s)∩t, and suppose s ⊃ (r ∩ t). Then,
(ρ B σ) B τ = ρ B (σ B τ).
7. Stepwise composition: Suppose t is such that (r ∩ s) ⊆ t ⊆ s. Then
(ρ B σ↓t) B σ = ρ B σ.
8. Exchangeability: Suppose τ is a normal valuation for t, suppose τ↓r∩t  ρ↓r∩t, and suppose r ⊃ (s ∩ t). Then,
(ρ B σ) B τ = (ρ B τ) B σ.
Proof:
1. Domain: This follows directly from the definition of the removal operator.
2. Composition preserves first marginal: In the following computations we use local computations of marginal-
ization, associativity of combination, and combination and removal from the definition of removal
(ρ B σ)↓r = (ρ ⊕ σ 	 σ↓r∩s)↓r = (σ ⊕ ρ 	 σ↓r∩s)↓r = (σ ⊕ (ρ 	 σ↓r∩s))↓r
= σ↓r∩s ⊕ (ρ 	 σ↓r∩s) = ρ ⊕ σ↓r∩s 	 σ↓r∩s = ρ ⊕ ισ↓r∩s = ρ.
Notice that the last equality holds true because of the assumption that σ↓r∩s  ρ↓r∩s.
3. Non-commutativity: Suppose ρ and σ are such that ρ↓r∩s , σ↓r∩s. Then, it follows from the composition
preserves first marginal property that (ρ B σ)↓r∩s = ρ↓r∩s and (σ B ρ)↓r∩s = σ↓r∩s. But since ρ↓r∩s , σ↓r∩s, the
result follows.
4. Commutativity under consistency: For consistent valuations
ρ B σ = ρ ⊕ σ 	 σ↓r∩s = ρ ⊕ σ 	 ρ↓r∩s = σ ⊕ ρ 	 ρ↓r∩s = σ B ρ.
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B ρ↓t∪u = ρ↓t ⊕ ρ↓u,









= ρ↓t B ρ↓t∪u = ρ↓t∪u B ρ↓t = ρ↓t∪u.
6. Associativity under a special condition: Note that in the considered case t∩ (r∪ s) = t∩ s and r∩ (t∪ s) = r∩ s.
By definition,
(ρ B σ) B τ =
(
ρ ⊕ σ 	 σ↓r∩s
)
⊕ τ 	 τt∩(r∪s) =
(
ρ ⊕ σ 	 σ↓r∩s
)
⊕ τ 	 τs∩t = ρ ⊕ σ ⊕ τ 	 σ↓r∩s 	 τ↓s∩t,
and
ρ B (σ B τ) = ρ ⊕ (σ B τ) 	 (σ B τ)↓r∩(s∪t) = ρ ⊕ (σ B τ) 	 σ↓r∩s = ρ ⊕
(
σ ⊕ τ 	 τ↓s∩t
)
	 σ↓r∩s
(where the second equality holds because composition preserves first marginal). Since both sides are equal, the
result follows.
7. Stepwise composition:
(ρ B σ↓t) B σ = (ρ ⊕ σ↓t 	 σ↓r∩t) B σ = (ρ ⊕ σ↓t 	 σ↓r∩s) ⊕ σ 	 σ↓(r∪t)∩s
= ρ ⊕ σ↓t 	 σ↓r∩s ⊕ σ 	 σ↓t = ρ ⊕ σ 	 σ↓r∩s = ρ B σ,
where we used in addition to associativity of combination the fact that under the given assumption r ∩ s = r ∩ t
and (r ∪ t) ∩ s = t.
8. Exchangeability: Under the given assumption (r ∪ s) ∩ t = r ∩ t and (r ∪ t) ∩ s = r ∩ s, and therefore
(ρ B σ) B τ = ρ ⊕ σ 	 σ↓(r∩s) ⊕ τ 	 τ↓(r∪s)∩t = ρ ⊕ τ 	 τ↓(r∩t) ⊕ σ 	 σ↓(r∪t)∩s = (ρ B τ) B σ.

Using Properties 2, 7, and 8 of the above Theorem we can prove an important assertion that enable us, under a
special condition, to compute marginals of composed valuations.
Theorem 3. Suppose ρ and σ are normal valuations for r and s, respectively, and suppose that σ↓r∩s  ρ↓r∩s. If t is
such that (r ∩ s) ⊆ t ⊆ r ∪ s. Then
(ρ B σ)↓t = ρ↓r∩t B σ↓s∩t.
Proof: First, let us compute (ρ B σ)↓r∪t using Properties 7, 2, and 8 of Theorem 2.
(ρ B σ)↓r∪t =
(
(ρ B σ↓s∩t) B σ
)↓r∪t
= ρ B σ↓s∩t = (ρ↓r∩s B ρ) B σ↓s∩t = (ρ↓r∩s B σ↓s∩t) B ρ.




using again Properties 7, 2, and 8 of Theorem 2.
(ρ B σ)↓t =
(








= (ρ↓r∩s B σ↓s∩t) B ρ↓r∩t
= (ρ↓r∩s B ρ↓r∩t) B σ↓s∩t = ρ↓r∩t B σ↓s∩t.

As we mentioned in Section 3, there is an alternative way of expressing conditionals using the composition opera-
tor. Though, as it can be seen from the proof, it is just a formal reformulation of the definition, a possibility to express
conditionals as a composition of two valuations enables us to design the respective computational procedures taking
advantage of the properties of this operator – especially the associativity under a special condition.
Theorem 4. Suppose τ is a normal valuation for t, and suppose r and s are nonempty disjoint subsets of t such that
r ∪ s = t. Then
τ(s | r) = ιτ(r) B τ.
Proof:
ιτ(r) B τ = ιτ(r) ⊕ τ 	 τ
↓r = τ 	 τ↓r = τ(s | r).

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5. Decomposable Compositional Models in VBS
In probability theory, inference with Bayesian networks is usually based on the idea of local computation of Lauritzen
and Spiegelhalter [21]. This idea, which was in a restricted way for belief functions used already in [12], can be
briefly expressed as follows. A Bayesian network is first transformed into a decomposable model (using well-known
operations moralization and triangulation of a directed graph), and the required posterior marginal is then computed
by a process exploiting the “tree” structure of decomposable models. Therefore, it is not surprising that we speak
about decomposable compositional models in the VBS framework.
The tree structure of decomposable models is expressed as a running intersection property. We say that a sequence
of sets s1, s2, . . . , sn meets running intersection property (RIP) if for each j = 2, 3, . . . , n there exists a k < j such that
s j ∩ (s1 ∪ . . . ∪ s j−1) = s j ∩ sk.
Decomposable compositional models are formed by multiple applications of the composition operator. Since it
is not always associative (Property 5 of Theorem 2), we use the following convention. If we do not specify an order
using brackets, the operators will always be performed from left to right, i.e., τ↓s1 B τ↓s2 B τ↓s3 B . . . B τ↓sn denotes
(. . . ((τ↓s1 B τ↓s2 ) B τ↓s3 ) B . . . B τ↓sn ).
Decomposable VBS. Suppose τ is a normal valuation for t. We say τ is decomposable if there exists a sequence
(s1, s2, . . . , sn) of subsets of t such that it meets RIP and
τ = τ↓s1 B τ↓s2 B . . . B τ↓sn .
In this case we also say that τ is decomposable with respect to the sequence (s1, s2, . . . , sn).
It is well-known that if a sequence (s1, s2, . . . , sn) meets RIP, then we can find another sequence starting with, say,
s j that also meets RIP. More precisely, for each j = 1, 2, . . . , n there exists (at least one) permutation (s`1 , s`2 , . . . , s`n )
that meets RIP and such that s`1 = s j. Therefore, the following assertion is of great importance.
Theorem 5. If τ is decomposable with respect to (s1, s2, . . . , sn), and (s j1 , s j2 , . . . , s jn ) is a permutation of (s1, s2, . . . , sn)
such that it meets RIP, then τ is decomposable with respect to (s j1 , s j2 , . . . , s jn ), i.e.,
τ = τ↓s1 B τ↓s2 B . . . B τ↓sn = τ↓s j1 B τ↓s j2 B . . . B τ↓s jn .
Proof: The proof of this assertion is based on an important result concerning decomposable graphs, which follows
from the results of Haberman ([9], Lemma 2.8) saying that the system of subsets (more exactly, multiset)
{s2 ∩ s1, s3 ∩ (s1 ∪ s2), s4 ∩ (s1 ∪ s2 ∪ s3), . . . , sn ∩ (s1 ∪ . . . ∪ sn−1)}
does not depend on the selected RIP ordering of the sequence (s1, s2, . . . , sn). Taking into account the running intersec-
tion property, we know that each element of this multiset is an intersection of two sets from the sequence (s1, s2, . . . ,
sn). Therefore, the above mentioned property can be expressed as follows: For any pair of distinct sets si, s j from a
system {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, which can be ordered to meet RIP, the number of times the set si ∩ s j appears in the sequence
s j2 ∩ s j1 , s j3 ∩ (s j1 ∪ s j2 ), s j4 ∩ (s j1 ∪ s j2 ∪ s j3 ), . . . , s jn ∩ (s j1 ∪ . . . ∪ s jn−1 )
does not depend on the RIP ordering (s j1 , s j2 , . . . , s jn ).
Suppose τ is decomposable with respect to (s1, s2, . . . , sn). Using the definition of composition, we have:












which can be reorganized independently of the RIP ordering (using the properties of combination and removal and
Proposition 1) as follows:
τ =
(
τ↓s1 ⊕ τ↓s2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ τ↓sn
)
	 τ↓s2∩s1 	 τ↓s3∩(s1∪s2) 	 . . . 	 τ↓sn∩(s1∪...∪sn−1)

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6. Conditioning in Decomposable Compositional Models
In this section, we assume that τ is a normal valuation for t, and that it is decomposable with respect to (s1, s2, . . . , sn).
Suppose we wish to compute the conditional τ(t \ {X} | {X}).
First, we have to find an ordering of s1, s2, . . . , sn such that it meets RIP, and such that the first set from this
ordering contains X. We know from Theorem 5 that τ is decomposable also with respect to this new sequence.
Therefore, without loss of generality we can assume that it is (s1, s2, . . . , sn), which means that we assume X ∈ s1.
Thus, using Theorem 4, we compute
τ(t \ {X} | {X}) = ιτ(X) B τ = ιτ(X) B (τ↓s1 B τ↓s2 B . . . B τ↓sn ).
However, due to Property 6 (associativity under a special condition) of Theorem 2, we have
ιτ(X) B
(




ιτ(X) B (τ↓s1 B τ↓s2 B . . . B τ↓sn−1 )
)
B τ↓sn , (2)
because s1, and thus even more s1∪ . . .∪ sn−1, contains {X}∩ sn. Notice that also the other assumption of associativity
under a special condition is fulfilled because
τ↓(s1∪...∪sn−1)∩sn 
(
ιτ(X) B (τ↓s1 B τ↓s2 B . . . B τ↓sn−1 )
)↓(s1∪...∪sn−1)∩sn
.
Repeating the idea behind equality (2), we get
ιτ(X) B
(




ιτ(X) B (τ↓s1 B τ↓s2 B . . . B τ↓sn−2 )
)
B τ↓sn−1 .
Thus, eventually, after repeating this step (n − 1) times we get
τ(t \ {X} | {X}) = ιτ(X) B τ = (ιτ(X) B τ↓s1 ) B τ↓s2 B . . . B τ↓sn ,
from which we see that τ(t \ {X} | {X}) is again a decomposable model with respect to (s1, s2, . . . , sn). Let τ̂ denote
τ(t \ {X} | {X}). We can compute the marginal valuations of τ̂ (that are necessary to represent this multidimensional
valuation as a compositional model) as follows:
τ̂↓s1 = ιτ(X) B τ↓s1
τ̂↓s2 = τ̂↓s2∩s1 B τ↓s2
...
τ̂↓sn = τ̂↓sn∩(s1∪...∪sn−1) B τ↓sn .
(3)
Notice that this computation is tractable because, thanks to RIP, at each step τ̂↓si∩(s1∪...∪si−1) is easily computable since
si ∩ (s1 ∪ . . . ∪ si−1) must be contained in some sk for k < i. So, it is important to realize that we use decomposability
of the valuation τ at two steps of the described process. First, the decomposability assumption enables us to reorder
marginals τ↓si in the sequence defining the decomposable model so that s1 contains the conditioning variable X, and
we can then apply the ’associativity under a special condition’ property (statement 6 of Theorem 2) of compositional
models. Second, the decomposability made the computational process (3) tractable. From this, one can immediately
see that conditioning may be for general (i.e., non-decomposable) compositional models a very hard problem.
7. VBS for D-S Belief Function Theory
In D-S belief function theory, we can use basic probability assignments or belief functions or plausibility functions or
commonality functions to represent knowledge. Since the combination and removal operations are easily defined using
the commonality functions, and marginalization using basic probability assignments, we will represent knowledge
using either commonality functions or basic probability assignments. We start with definitions of basic probability
assignments and commonality functions.
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Basic Probability Assignment. A basic probability assignment (BPA) µ for s is a function µ : 2Ωs → R such that
µ(a) ≥ 0 for all a ⊆ Ωs, and ∑
{µ(a) | a ⊆ Ωs} = 1.
Commonality and Pseudo-Commonality Functions. A function θ : 2Ωs → R is a commonality function for s if
and only if there exists a BPA µ for s such that
θ(a) =
∑
{µ(c) | c ⊇ a} for all a ⊆ Ωs. (4)
It is evident from Equation (4) that 0 ≤ θ(a) ≤ 1, and that θ(a) ≥ θ(b) whenever a ⊆ b.
The following two propositions from [26] will help us understand the mathematical properties of commonality
functions.
Proposition 4. Suppose µ and θ are real-valued functions defined on 2Ωs . Then Equation (4) holds if and only if
µ(a) =
∑
{(−1)|c\a| θ(c) | c ⊇ a} for all a ⊆ Ωs. (5)
Proposition 5. Suppose µ and θ are real-valued functions defined on 2Ωs , and suppose Equation (5) holds for all
a ⊆ Ωs. Then ∑
{µ(a) | a ⊆ Ωs} =
∑
{(−1)|a|+1 θ(a) | a ⊆ Ωs}.
From Proposition 4, we see that a BPA is completely determined from a commonality function. From Propositions




{(−1)|c\a| θ(c) | c ⊇ a} ≥ 0 for every a ⊆ Ωs, (6)
and ∑
{µ(a) | a ⊆ Ωs} =
∑
{(−1)|a|+1 θ(a) | a ⊆ Ωs} = 1. (7)
If θ satisfies Equation (7) but not Equation (6), then we say θ is a pseudo-commonality function.
Commonality Valuations. In D-S belief function theory, a commonality valuation (or c-valuation, in short) σ
for s is a function σ : 2Ωs → R+. We say σ is normal if
∑
{(−1)|a|+1σ(a) | a ⊆ Ωs} = 1. Thus, normal c-valuations
correspond to pseudo-commonality or commonality functions. We say σ is proper if
∑
{(−1)|c\a| θ(c) | c ⊇ a} ≥ 0 for
all a ⊆ Ωs. Thus, proper normal c-valuations correspond to commonality functions.
BPA Valuations. A BPA valuation (or b-valuation, in short) σ for s is a function σ : 2Ωs → R. We say σ is
normal if
∑
{σ(a) | a ⊆ Ωs} = 1, and we say σ is proper if σ(a) ≥ 0 for all a ⊆ Ωs. Proper normal b-valuations
represent BPA functions. Normal b-valuations that are not proper are called pseudo-BPA.
If we are given a c-valuation, we can convert it into a corresponding b-valuation by using Equation (5), and if we
are given a b-valuation, we can convert it to a corresponding c-valuation by using Equation (4). A c-valuation is normal
if and only if the corresponding b-valuation is normal, and a c-valuation is proper if and only if the corresponding
b-valuation is proper.
In D-S belief function theory, Dempster’s rule of combination is pointwise multiplication of commonality func-
tions followed by normalization (assuming it is possible) [26]. Before we can define combination formally, we need
to define projection of subsets of states.
Projection of Subsets of States. Suppose r and s are sets of variables, r ⊆ s, and a ⊆ Ωs. The projection of a to
r, denoted by a↓r, is given by a↓r = {x↓r | x ∈ a}. Notice that a↓r ⊆ Ωr.
Combination. Suppose ρ and σ are c-valuations for r and s, respectively. Let K denote
∑
{(−1)|a|+1 ρ(a↓r)σ(a↓s) |
a ⊆ Ωr∪s}. The combination ρ ⊕ σ is a c-valuation for r ∪ s given by
(ρ ⊕ σ)(a) =
K−1 ρ(a↓r)σ(a↓s) if K , 00 if K = 0 for all a ⊆ Ωr∪s. (8)
If K , 0, then K is a the normalization constant that ensures that ρ ⊕ σ is a normal c-valuation. It is shown by Shafer
[26] that if ρ and σ are commonality functions (proper normal c-valuations), and K , 0, then ρ ⊕ σ is a commonality
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function. It is shown in ([34]) that the definition of combination in Equation (8) satisfies the three properties of
combination.
Marginalization. It is simpler to define marginalization in terms of b-valuations. Suppose σ is a b-valuation for
s, and suppose X ∈ s. The marginal σ−X is a b-valuation for s \ {X} given by
σ−X(a) =
∑
{σ(b) | b ⊆ Ωs s.t. b↓s\{X} = a} for all a ⊆ Ωs\{X}. (9)
It is shown in ([34]) that the definition of marginalization in Equation (9) satisfies the four properties of marginaliza-
tion.
Removal. Removal is division of c-valuations followed by normalization (assuming it is possible). Suppose σ is a







| a ⊆ Ωs∪r s.t. ρ(a↓r) ,
0}. The valuation σ 	 ρ for s ∪ r is given by






if K , 0, ρ(a↓r) , 0
0 otherwise
for all a ⊆ Ωs∪r. (10)
If K , 0, K is a normalization constant that ensures σ 	 ρ is a normal c-valuation. It is shown in ([34]) that the
definition of removal in Equation (10) satisfies the three properties of removal.
Notice that if σ and ρ are commonality functions, it is possible that σ 	 ρ is a pseudo-commonality function.
This may be true even if r ⊆ s and ρ is a marginal of σ, i.e., σ 	 σ↓r may be a pseudo-commonality function. We
demonstrate this by an example due to Studený [1].
Example 1. Suppose X and Y are variables with state spaces ΩX = {x, x̄} and ΩY = {y, ȳ}. Consider a BPA µ for {X,Y}
as follows:
µ({(x, ȳ), (x̄, y)}) = 0.5,
µ({(x, ȳ), (x̄, ȳ)}) = 0.5.
The marginal BPA µ−X for {Y} is as follows:
µ−X({ȳ}) = 0.5,
µ−X({y, ȳ}) = 0.5,
then, µ 	 µ−X is as follows:
(µ 	 µ−X)({(x, ȳ)}) = −0.5,
(µ 	 µ−X)({(x, ȳ), (x̄, y)}) = 1,
(µ 	 µ−X)({(x, ȳ), (x̄, ȳ)}) = 0.5.
Thus, µ 	 µ−X is a pseudo-BPA for {X,Y}.
Domination. Suppose ρ is a normal c-valuation for r. It is clear from the definition of removal in Equation (10)
that ρ 	 ρ = ιρ is a normal c-valuation for r whose values are as follows:
ιρ(a) = (ρ 	 ρ)(a) =
K−1 if ρ(a) > 00 if ρ(a) = 0 for all a ∈ Ωr,
where K =
∑
{(−1)|a|+1 | a ⊆ Ωr s.t. ρ(a) , 0}. Now consider a normal c-valuation ρ′ for r such that ρ(a) = 0 ⇒
ρ′(a) = 0. Then it is clear that ρ′ ⊕ ιρ = ρ′. Thus, ρ  ρ′ if ρ(a) = 0⇒ ρ′(a) = 0 for all a ∈ Ωr.
Graphical Belief Model. In Example 1, we saw that using the removal operator with b-valuations can result in








Figure 2: A graphical belief model for Φ = {D,G, B}
removed from, i.e., (σ⊕ρ)	σ is always a b-valuation assuming σ and ρ are b-valuations. Now, we describe a class of
D-S belief function models for which removal of some valuations always results in BPA (or commonality) functions.
Suppose G = (V,E) is a directed acyclic graph, where V is the set of the considered nodes (variables), and
E ⊂ V × V is a set of directed edges. For each X ∈ V, let Pa(X) denote the set of parents of variable X, i.e.,
Pa(X) = {Y ∈ V | (Y, X) ∈ E}. Let ΨG denote a set of valuations. We say ΨG is a graphical belief model corresponding
to G if
ΨG = {αX | X ∈ V, αX is a proper valuation for {X} ∪ Pa(X) such thatα−XX = ιPa(X)}.
Example 2. An example of a graphical belief model is as follows (see Figure 2).
V = {D,G, B},
E = {(D,G), (D, B)},
G = (Φ,E),
ΨG = {δ, γ, β},
where δ is a BPA for {D}, γ is a BPA for {D,G} such that γ−G = ιD, and β is a BPA for {D, B} such that β−B = ιD.
Suppose we have graphical belief model ΨG, where G = (V,E) is a directed acyclic graph, and all valuations in
ΨG are BPA (or commonality functions). Let τ =
⊕
X∈V αX denote the joint b-valuation. Since G is acyclic, there
exists a sequence of variables in V such that for each edge (X,Y) ∈ E, X precedes Y in the sequence. We will call such
a sequence compatible with G (or simply G-compatible). We may have more than one G-compatible sequences.
Theorem 6. Let τ denote the joint BPA corresponding to a graphical belief model ΨG. Suppose r and s are disjoint
subsets of variables such that the variables in r precede the variables in s in some G-compatible sequence, and that
given r, the variables that follow all the variables in r are conditionally independent of the variables that precede
some variable in r. Then, τ(s | r) = τ(r ∪ s) 	 τ(r) is a BPA.
Proof: Let g denote a G-compatible sequence such that r precedes s in it. Let Pr(r) denote the predecessors of r in g,
i.e.,
Pr(r) = {X ∈ V \ r | X precedes some variable in r in g},
and let An(r) denote r ∪ Pr(r). Because V \ An(r)⊥Pr(r) | r, from Statement 5 of Proposition 3, it follows that
τ = τ(r ∪ Pr(r)) ⊕ τ(V \ An(r) | r), i.e., τ = τ(An(r)) ⊕ τ(V \ An(r) | r). But τ =
⊕
X∈V




Thus, τ(V \ An(r) | r) =
⊕
X∈V\An(r)
αX is a combination of BPAs, and therefore, it is a BPA. Also, since r precedes s in
g, s ⊂ V \ An(r), and τ(s | r) is a marginal of τ(V \ An(r) | r). Therefore, τ(s | r) is a BPA. 
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Next, we will describe an example that illustrates why Theorem 6 is valid.
Example 3. Consider the graphical belief model ΨG as described in Example 2. There are two G-compatible se-
quences: DGB and DBG. Let τ = δ ⊕ γ ⊕ β denote the joint BPA for {D,G, B}. Notice that
τ({D}) = τ↓D = δ ⊕ γ−G ⊕ β−B = δ,
τ({D,G}) = τ−B = δ ⊕ γ ⊕ β−B = δ ⊕ γ,
τ({D, B}) = τ−G = δ ⊕ γ−G ⊕ β = δ ⊕ β.
Now consider, e.g., τ({G} | {D}) = τ({D,G}) 	 τ({D}) = (δ ⊕ γ) 	 δ. Notice that the valuation being removed is
included in the valuation it is being removed from. Thus, τ({G} | {D}) = γ, which is a BPA. Similarly, we can show
that τ({B} | {D}), τ({G, B} | {D}), etc., are all BPA’s.
8. Comparison with an Alternative Compositional Model for Belief Functions
For belief functions, the operator of composition was originally introduced in [16]. Since, as it will be shown in
a simple example, it differs from the operator introduced here in Equation (1), we will use for the original operator a
slightly different symbol.
Alternative composition for belief functions. Suppose ρ and σ are normal b-valuations for r and s, respectively.
The old-composition of ρ and σ, written here as ρ D σ, is defined for each a ⊆ Ωr∪s by one of the following
expressions:




if σ↓r∩s(a↓r∩s) = 0 and a = a↓r ×Ωs\r then (ρ D σ)(a) = ρ(a↓r); (12)
in all other cases (ρ D σ)(a) = 0, (13)
where a↓r ./ a↓s denotes a join of the respective projections:
a↓r ./ a↓s = {b ∈ Ωr∪s | b↓r = a↓r & b↓s = a↓s}.
Example 4. Consider Studený’s example [1]. Suppose X,Y and Z are variables with state spaces ΩX = {x, x̄},
ΩY = {y, ȳ}, and ΩZ = {z, z̄}. Consider two b-valuations ρ and σ for {X,Z} and {Y,Z}, respectively, each having only
two non-zero values: ρ({xz̄, x̄z}) = ρ({xz̄, x̄z̄}) = 0.5 and σ({yz̄, ȳz}) = σ({yz̄, ȳz̄}) = 0.5.
In [13], it is shown that ρ D σ has also only two non-zero values: (ρ D σ)({xyz̄, x̄ȳz}) = (ρ D σ)({xyz̄, xȳz̄, x̄yz̄, x̄ȳz̄})
= 0.5. Thus, we see that ρ D σ is a proper normal b-valuation.
Also, ρ ⊕ σ is a normal b-valuation with value 0.25 for the following four sets: {xyz̄, xȳz̄}, {xyz̄, x̄yz̄}, {xyz̄, x̄ȳz},
{xyz̄, xȳz̄, x̄yz̄, x̄ȳz̄}. In contrast, ρ B σ = ρ⊕σ	σ−Y is a pseudo-BPA since (ρ B σ)({x̄ȳz}) = −0.25 (the following are
the remaining non-zero values of ρ B σ: (ρ B σ)({xyz̄, xȳz̄}) = 0.25, (ρ B σ)({xyz̄, x̄yz̄}) = 0.25, (ρ B σ)({xyz̄, x̄ȳz}) =
0.5, (ρ B σ)({xyz̄, xȳz̄, x̄yz̄, x̄ȳz̄}) = 0.25).
It is worth mentioning that the same result as ρ D σ is obtained also by the Srivastava-Cogger algorithm [38], but
it need not be the case for different values of the ρ and σ b-valuations in this example.
To understand the differences between the two operators of composition, recall that a close connection exists
between the combination operator ⊕ and a notion of independence. Namely, after combining ρ for X and σ for Y ,
we get the valuation ρ ⊕ σ for {X,Y}, with respect to which variables X and Y are independent. Similarly, if ρ is a
valuation for {X,Z}, andσ is a valuation for {Y,Z}, with respect to the valuation ρ⊕σ for {X,Y,Z}, variables X and Y are
conditionally independent given Z. However, several other concepts of independence and conditional independence
for belief functions exists in the literature. For a non-exhaustive survey, see [1, 3].
In their seminal papers, Dempster [6] and Walley and Fine [41] considered a type of independence that hold for
variables X and Y with respect to BPA µ for {X,Y} if
µ(a) =
µ↓X(a↓X) · µ↓Y (a↓Y ) if a = a↓X × a↓Y0 otherwise for all a ∈ Ω{X,Y}.
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Generalizing this idea, we define an alternative operation of combination, denoted by ⊕ , for b-valuations ρ and
σ (for r and s, respectively) as follows. Suppose K denotes
∑
{ρ(a↓r) · σ(a↓s) | a ∈ Ωr∪s s.t. a = a↓r ./ a↓s}. The
combination ρ⊕σ is the b-valuation for r ∪ s given for all a ∈ Ωr∪s by
(ρ⊕σ)(a) =
K−1ρ(a↓r)σ(a↓s) if K > 0, a = a↓r ./ a↓s,0 otherwise. (14)
It is obvious that ρ⊕σ defined in Equation (14) is a proper normal b-valuation for r ∪ s, and that ⊕ satisfies all
the three axioms of combination.
In a similar way, we define an alternative removal operator 	 . Suppose ρ and σ are b-valuations for r and s,




ρ(a↓r) | a ∈ Ωr∪s s.t. a = a
↓r ./ a↓s, ρ(a↓r) > 0}. σ	 ρ is the







if K > 0, a = a↓r ./ a↓s, ρ(a↓r) > 0,
0 otherwise.
Thus, together with marginalization defined as in Section 7, we get an alternative VBS for belief functions. Let
two normal b-valuations ρ and σ for r and s, respectively, be such that σ↓r∩s  ρ↓r∩s, i.e.,
σ↓r∩s(x) = 0 =⇒ ρ↓r∩s(x) = 0.







if σ↓r∩s(a↓r∩s) > 0,
0 otherwise,
(15)
(here c is a product of two normalization constants) which, due to the definition of old-composition, can be rewritten
as
(ρ⊕σ	σ↓r∩s)(a) = c (ρ D σ)(a).
Notice that because of the assumed domination, when computing ρ D σ, whenever the case described in Formula (12)
of the definition of old composition applies, the value ρ(a↓r) = 0.
Since for all a , a↓r ./ a↓s, (ρ⊕σ	σ↓r∩s)(a) = (ρ D σ)(a) = 0, we get
(ρ⊕σ	σ↓r∩s)(a) = c (ρ D σ)(a), for all a ⊆ Ωr∪s.
Since we know that both ρ⊕σ	σ↓r∩s and ρ D σ are normal b-valuations (for the former, it follows from the
Proposition 1; for the latter, it is proved in [16]), it follows that c = 1.
Thus, we have shown that the operator of composition defined in [16] can be considered as a special case of
composition in a VBS where combination is ⊕ , removal is 	 , and marginalization is the same as in the D-S theory. In
other words, this VBS can be considered as an alternative uncertainty calculus that uses belief functions to represent
knowledge, but with different rules for combination and removal than in the D-S theory, i.e., with an alternative
definition of conditional independence, alternative semantics, etc.
9. VBS for Possibility Theory
The basic representation function in possibility theory is the possibility function [43, 7].
Possibility Function. A possibility function σ for s is a function σ : 2Ωs → [0, 1] such that
σ({x}) = 1 for some x ∈ Ωs; and
σ(a) = max{σ({x}) | x ∈ a} for all a ⊆ Ωs.
Notice that a possibility function for s is completely specified by its values for singleton subsets of Ωs. σ(a) can be
interpreted as the degree to which proposition a is possible, and 1 − σ(a) is the degree to which proposition a is not
possible.
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Valuations. A valuation σ for s is a function σ : Ωs → [0, 1]. A valuation σ for s is normal if max{σ(x) | x ∈
Ωs} = 1.
Combination. There are several definitions of combination in possibility theory. Any triangular norm can be
used. However, the VBS framework requires combination to be associative. Also, the combination of two valuations
is required to be a normal valuation (in case of no total conflict). For these reasons, we define combination as
pointwise multiplication followed by normalization (assuming it is possible). Suppose ρ and σ are valuations for r
and s, respectively. Let K denote max{ρ(x↓r)σ(x↓s) | x ∈ Ωr∪s}. The combination ρ⊕σ is the valuation for r∪ s given
by
(ρ ⊕ σ)(x) =
K−1ρ(x↓r)σ(x↓s) if K > 00 if K = 0 for all x ∈ Ωr∪s. (16)
It is easy to verify that the definition of combination in Equation (16) satisfies the three properties of combination.
Marginalization. Marginalization in possibility theory is maximization over the state space of the variable being
marginalized. Suppose σ is a valuation for s and suppose X ∈ s. The marginal σ−X for s \ {X} is given by
σ−X(y) = max{σ(y, x) | x ∈ ΩX} for all y ∈ Ωs\{X}. (17)
It is easy to verify that the definition of marginalization in Equation (17) satisfies the four properties of marginalization.
Removal. Removal is division followed by normalization (assuming it is possible). Suppose σ is a valuation for
s, and suppose ρ is a normal valuation for r. Let K denote max{σ(x
↓s)
ρ(x↓r) | x ∈ Ωs∪r s.t. ρ(x
↓r) > 0}. The removal of ρ
from σ is the valuation σ 	 ρ for s ∪ r given by






if K > 0, ρ(x↓r) > 0
0 otherwise
for all x ∈ Ωs∪r. (18)
It is easy to verify that the definition of removal in Equation (18) satisfies the three properties of removal.
Domination. Suppose ρ is a normal valuation for r. It is clear from the definition of removal in Equation (18) that
ρ 	 ρ = ιρ is a normal valuation for r whose values are as follows:
ιρ(x) = (ρ 	 ρ)(x) =
1 if ρ(x) > 00 if ρ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Ωr.
Now consider a normal valuation ρ′ for r such that ρ(x) = 0 ⇒ ρ′(x) = 0. Then it is clear that ρ′ ⊕ ιρ = ρ′. Thus,
ρ  ρ′ if and only if ρ(x) = 0⇒ ρ′(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Ωr.
10. Compositional Models for Possibility Theory
As mentioned in Section 9, in possibility theory, any (continuous) triangular norm can be used to define the combina-
tion operation. This fact is fully exploited by the definition of composition BT introduced by Vejnarová in [40]. Let
us see if it is possible to incorporate this generality in the VBS framework.
Triangular Norms. A triangular norm (or t-norm, in short) is a function T : [0, 1] × [0, 1]→ [0, 1] satisfying the
following four properties. Suppose a, b, c ∈ [0, 1]. Then,
1. (Commutativity) T (a, b) = T (b, a),
2. (Associativity) T (T (a, b), c) = T (a,T (b, c)),
3. (Boundary condition) T (1, a) = a,
4. (Isotonicity) if a ≤ b then T (a, c) ≤ T (b, c).
There are several well-known functions that qualify as a t-norm. One of them is the product t-norm Tp(a, b) = a · b.
Another is the Gödel t-norm TG(a, b) = min{a, b}.
It was already mentioned in [34] that normalization after application of the Gödel t-norm results in a loss of the
associativity property. So, let us for a moment abandon assumption of normality for a combined valuation, and define
a combination operation ⊕T , parameterized by a t-norm T , as follows:
(ρ ⊕T σ)(x) = T (ρ(x↓r), σ(x↓s)) for all x ∈ Ωr∪s,
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Now, it is obvious that this operation meets all the properties required in Section 4: domain (with the exception
of normality), commutativity, associativity. The definition of marginalization can remain the same as defined in
Section 9:
σ−X(y) = max{σ(y, x) | x ∈ ΩX} for all y ∈ Ωs\{X}.
However, in this case we would have to redefine the removal operation, which is an inverse of the combination
operation. For this purpose, we use the inverse t-norm, also called residuum, defined as follows
T−1(a, b) = sup{x ∈ [0, 1] | T (b, x) ≤ a}.
Thus, a removal operation 	T , corresponding to the combination ⊕T , can be defined as follows:
(σ 	T ρ)(x) = T−1(σ(x↓s), ρ(x↓r)) for all x ∈ Ωr∪s.
Unfortunately, the removal operation 	T defined in this way satisfies neither the identity property, nor the combi-
nation and removal property. For example, for the Gödel t-norm TG,
(ρ ⊕TG ρ) 	TG ρ = ρ 	TG ρ = ιρ , ρ ⊕TG (ρ 	TG ρ) = ρ ⊕TG ιρ,
which disproves both the mentioned properties. The only t-norm for which we know that both the properties hold is
the product t-norm Tp, which leads to the operator of combination ⊕ and its inverse 	 studied in Section 9.
In this case,
(ρ B σ)(x) =
(
ρ ⊕ (σ 	 σ↓r∩s)
)













is exactly the definition of the operator of composition (ρ BTp σ)(x) intro-
duced by Vejnarová in [40]. Notice that the constant c appearing in Equation (19) comes from normalization constants
in Equations (16) and (18). However, since both ρ B σ defined in Section 9 and ρ BTp σ defined by Vejnarová are
normalized possibility distributions, c = 1.
Thus, we conclude that the VBS framework can model possibility theory only for the case where combination is
defined using the product t-norm, and in this case the operator of composition introduced in Section 4 and that defined
by Vejnarová coincide.
11. Summary and Conclusions
We have described the VBS framework in general, and described the composition model in the VBS framework using
the semantics of no double counting of knowledge. Since the VBS framework applies to many different uncertainty
calculi, we have effectively defined the compositional model for any calculi that fits in the VBS framework.
We have shown that conditioning, which is defined using the combination, marginalization, and removal operators
of VBS, can be expressed in terms of the composition operator. We have defined a decomposable compositional
model as a special case of a compositional model in the VBS framework. We have shown that for decomposable
compositional models, conditional valuations can be computed efficiently using local computation. All of this is done
in the general VBS framework. Since the VBS framework applies to many different uncertainty calculi, we have
effectively defined decomposable compositional models, and efficient computation of conditionals in decomposable
compositional models, for any calculi that fits in the VBS framework. For example, because Spohn’s epistemic theory
fits in the VBS framework, all results described in this paper applies to this calculus.
We have compared the compositional model defined in this paper for D-S belief function theory with the one
described in [16] for belief functions. Our conclusion is that although both of these compositional models are defined
for belief functions and its alternative representations (BPA, commonality, etc.), the former is defined for the D-S
belief function theory (that necessarily entails Dempster’s rule of combination), and the latter for an alternative belief
function theory that has ⊕ as the rule of combination. Both of these theories fit in the VBS framework, but they have
different semantics, different notions of conditional independence, etc.
We have compared the VBS compositional model defined in this paper with the compositional model described
by Vejnarová [40] for possibility theory. The former is only defined for the version of possibility theory where
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combination is the product t-norm, and the latter is defined more generally for any t-norm. For the case where
combination is the product t-norm, the two coincide.
There are several issues related to the topics discussed in this paper that is not addressed here. First, we have an
alternative theory of belief functions that has the alternative combination operator defined in Section 8. It is obvious
that the alternative combination operator is computationally less complex than Dempster’s rule of combination. But
we do not know exactly how this alternative theory of belief functions compares with the D-S theory. In particular,
one needs to develop semantics for this alternative theory that are tied to the alternative combination rule, ⊕ .
We have described conditioning in decomposable compositional models. One natural question is what if the
compositional model is not decomposable? The VBS framework does not require decomposability of the valuations.
The Shenoy-Shafer architecture [35] or the Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter architecture [20] for computing marginals of the
joint valuation in a VBS works whether the set of valuations are decomposable or not (with respect to the combination
operator). Transforming a non-decomposable model to a decomposable model must therefore be possible. An efficient
way of accomplishing this for compositional models is an open question. In this regard, a result that characterizes
equivalent structures of decomposable models [19] seems to be promising.
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